
May 23, 2016 
 
Ms. Shirlee Herrington 
Environmental Coordination Services 
Community Development Resource Agency 
3091 County Center Drive, Suite 190 
Auburn, CA 95603 
 
RE: Notice of Preparation of a DEIR for the Proposed Squaw Valley-Alpine Meadows Base-to-Base 
Gondola Project 
Scoping Comments for the Administrative Record 
 
Dear Ms. Herrington: 
 
In accordance with the purposes and intentions of the California Environmental Quality Act, to bring the 
concerns of the public (and relevant government agencies) to the lead CEQA agency (Placer County) 
regarding the proposed referenced project for your consideration and action, I, Leo Heagerty, herein 
present issues and concerns that I formally request the County to address and act. 
 
County Responsibilities to the Public 
Based on my past experiences with Placer County regarding CEQA and proposed developments I am 
concerned as to the County’s interest or ability to act on the legitimate requests for substantive 
environmental reviews.  Recently, the Squaw Village DEIR generated 350 letters from the public and 
local, state and federal agencies, by any measure a significant response, yet it appears the County has 
determined not to take any substantive actions to address most of the significant concerns articulated 
by the citizens of the Tahoe Basin and relevant agencies.  
 
I ask that the County leadership demonstrate more clearly a commitment to meeting the intent of CEQA 
in the context of the Base-to-Base Gondola project.  Clear evidence of such would be evidenced by 
action in a few key areas:  that the Ascent Consultants scope of work for preparing the DEIR reflect the 
substantive issues found here and in other scoping letters; development of specific technical work 
products that address substantive issues (as articulated below) to be made available for third-party 
technical reviews that provide in-depth technical information that the DEIR would not contain; and the 
demonstration by the County of the thoroughness and objectivity of your impacts analyses.   A cursorial 
review of the substantive environmental and social issues related to the gondola proposal would be a 
failing of the County’s CEQA obligations and certainly a failing of our representative government. 
 
Clearly the gondola project will impact a Public Trust Resource, the Granite Chief Wilderness Area. Public 
Trust Resources are those natural assets that belong to all people and to our future generations and 
“…any governmental conduct which is calculated either to reallocate that resource to more restricted 
uses or to subject public uses to the self-interest of private parties” is acting country to he public 
interest (Sax, Michigan Law Review, 1969).  Our elected government acts as our Trustees in protecting 



these trust resources, with the same fiduciary obligations as in other property trusts (Wood, Nature’s 
Trust, 2014). The Granite Chief Wilderness would be impacted by this proposed project.  I ask that you 
consider and describe your trustee responsibilities in your pending project decisions.  I request that the 
County be transparent in its efforts to fulfill its trustee obligations to protect the Public Trust Assets and 
the inherent public interests for protection, those assets being the Granite Chief Wilderness Designated 
Area, the Five Lakes Basin and lakes, and the Five Lakes Trail.  
 
I am disappointed to learn that the County elected not to develop a joint EIR/EIS document with the US 
Forest Service (USFS).  This seems redundant and wasteful and perhaps further erodes the completeness 
of the CEQA process.  It is therefore appropriate for the County to direct the project technical 
consultants to prepare stand-alone Reports, Technical Memoranda or comparable products that 
citizens, agencies and 3rd-parties can review and assess without having to reconcile differences 
between the EIR and the EIS, and their respective texts that will be summaries of the relevant technical 
work. Stand-alone technical reports are requested for the following:  
 
1) Avalanche Hazards - Licensed Engineers Report, with Engineers stamp. 

The applicant has incorporated hazard mitigations into the proposed project, such as Gasex 
exploders, fuel storage locations, pipelines and canons. However, the public should see the 
technical work that preceded the mitigation plans in order to credibly comment on the 
avalanche hazard technical work that led to the avalanche control facilities.  
A thorough and rigorous revision of the existing Avalanche Hazard Zones Map and descriptions, 
throughout the Project Area, is necessary. The prior avalanche study (Caldwell, 2001) lacked 
credible technical work, included no scientific or engineering citations and was prepared by the 
landowner. That management plan was reviewed by credentialed avalanche scientists who 
found the report substantially lacking in merit.   
Historical approaches to avalanche management are no longer sufficient. Risk Assessments are 
needed to predict frequency and magnitude of avalanches reaching Alpine Meadows Rd and 
homes in Bear Creek (as occurred last winter). What will be the potential occurrence intervals 
for future closures of AM Road and damages to buildings down slope of the project area? An 
assumption that the project avalanche management plan will successfully “manage” future 
avalanches is not credible. 

 
2) Visitor Increases to Squaw and to Alpine. 
  

The Five Lakes Trail is on a public permanent easement  and is considered one of the most 
popular trails in Northern California, with estimates of 30,000 hikers per year.  It is one of the 
major tourist activities for visitors to the Basin.  Visual impacts along the trail must be clearly 
evaluated, including all locations where  towers, cables, Gasex facilities (tank units, pipelines, 
etc) might be visible along the Five Lakes Trail from AM Road into the Wilderness Area and 
through the Five Lakes Basin. Renderings of key visual impact locations are necessary for public 
and agency evaluations. 



Gondola construction will cause road and equipment scarring that will be visible along most of 
the upper half of the Five Lakes Trail, as will the actual crossing of the trail near the Wilderness 
boundary. Impact assessments of these disturbance areas, with renderings, are necessary. 
Construction interference to trail users will occur not only at the actual trail crossing, but along 
the entire upper half of the trail and into the Five Lakes Basin. Details of equipment types, 
number of weeks of the presence of equipment and crews will need to be included in the EIR. If 
helicopters are to be used how will they impact the Wilderness Area? How often would 
helicopters fly in and out of the project area; what would be the distance into the Wilderness 
that noise would penetrate? 
What will the level of impacts to trail users be from gondola operations regarding noise, 
nuisance, privacy of hikers, and skier-hiker conflicts.  
Trail Management Plan- The Five Lakes Trail will require a clear and enforceable management 
plan, to be administered by the USFS. Through this past winter the County allowed the private 
landowner to illegally close the public trail, at his convenience, under the auspices of a 
Conditional Use Permit that in fact has no such provisions. Closing of the trail through the 
winter, under the auspices of avalanche safety or landowner “movie making,” must be 
addressed as part of the proposed action if that is a potential recurring or future action of the 
landowner.   
The EIR must address any potential limitations that may be imposed on trail use by gondola 
construction, operations or avalanche safety activities associated with gondola operations or 
Estelle chair operations.  

 
Aesthetics/View shed Impacts should be thoroughly reviewed and analyzed in a report.  “Tent Poles,” 
flagging and other on-the-ground methods for illustrating the potential future visual conditions of 
towers, cables, Gasex bunkers, pipelines and other infrastructure is requested, as a means to give the 
residents of the valley and the hiking community a clear understanding of the potential future condition.   
This project represents the most significant visual change in Alpine’s history. More specifically the 
assessment should include: 

Actual on-the-ground placement of tent poles depicting locations and heights of 
the two mid-way stations and those gondola towers that are near the Five Lakes 
Trail, are in the view  of Five Lakes Basin, and examples of towers descending 
the granite ridgeline into the Alpine Meadows base station. Structures and 
ribbons could be put in place for the July 4th weekend when the homeowner 
associations of Bear Creek, Alpine Estates and Juniper Ridge hold their annual 
meetings in the valley.  

o Visualizations from Impact Areas within Granite Chief 
Wilderness (slopes west and north of Five Lakes) 

• Visualizations from sitelines around the different Five Lakes shorelines 
(particularly the eastern-most three lakes where direct lines of sight are 
likely) 

• Visualizations from Five Lakes Trail (4-5 sites along the Trail). 



• Visualizations from Bear Creek Association (BCA) Properties; BCA Pond; 
Alpine Meadows Estates; Juniper Ridge Properties; and Viewpoints 
Along Alpine Meadows Road 

o Hazardous Materials/Explosives Risk Assessment (Engineers Report) 
 An Engineers Report is requested that addresses the volatility of the gases, the 

risks of equipment failure, and possible human-caused failures that could result 
in explosions or fire events. Risk of vandalism, avalanche and/or slopes failures, 
and risks to winter recreationists should be described and evaluated. 

o Threatened, Endangered and Sensitive Species (Biological Report) 
 The Sierra Mountain Yellow-legged frog (Rana sierra) has been observed during 

recent biological surveys conducted at the “Frog Pond” (aka Meditation Pond) 
location (Placer County, 2016) that lies within 100 yards of the Alpine Mid-
station. Yellow-legged frog vocalizations were observed approximately 120 
yards east of the Five Lakes eastern-most lake on May 13, 2016 (Heagerty, 
2016). These locations are in the designated Critical Habitat Areas per the 
Endangered Species Act (US Fish and Wildlife Service, May 4, 2016). This 
endangered species travels across snow and therefore is in a “take” situation 
during gondola operations, avalanche infrastructure servicing and fueling, 
avalanche management and skier presence. The operations at the Alpine mid-
station will pose direct threats to frog populations. How will the gondola 
operations avoid “take” activities?  How will Gasex and related facilities avoid 
frog impacts during construction, maintenance, refueling, etc?  

 The yellow-legged frog is experiencing severe population declines throughout its 
range, presently at 7% of its historical numbers (Center for Biological Diversity, 
2010). The populations around the Five Lakes Basin are exceptionally rare. The 
“Precautionary Principle” must be employed for the protection of this species, 
given the very limited habitat here, the geographic isolation of this particular 
population, it’s vulnerability to fire or other stochastic events, and the unique 
biological integrity of this particular habitat. Any and all measures that would 
provide habitat protections must be thoroughly explored. No risks to the frogs 
of Five Lakes Basin and Meditation Pond should be allowed. 

 Nesting bird surveys for all species of concern are necessary, to determine the 
appropriate construction periods unless no construction is to occur until after all 
potential nesting activities are complete. Given that the project has been in 
planning for some 3 years, we assume the scientifically appropriate bird surveys 
have been occurring throughout the project area. The limited fall bird survey 
mentioned in the County “Checklist” would be insufficient for determining 
potential project impacts to avian species. Pre-nesting passerine bird behavior 
has been observed along the gondola alignment this spring, 2016. 

 The project description is silent on Climate Change. Climate models indicate ski 
seasons will be shortening by several weeks within the next 1-2 decades. What 
are the predictions for gondola operations in year 5, year 10, year 25 and year 



40? The applicant insists the gondola will not operate outside the ski season, 
which suggests the operations could be as short as 3 months in future years. 
How will the operation sustain itself, given the $35 million capital investment 
and the annual operations and maintenance costs? Will the gondola owner 
remove the towers, cables, Gasex equipment, fuel bunkers and related roads if 
and when the gondola can no longer operate?As our climate moves increasingly 
to wetter winter conditions (more rains on snow) and earlier spring snow melts 
how will this impact operations? 

 
As the White Wolf Resort development intends to build a new chairlift (Estelle) to interconnect with the 
gondola at the Alpine mid-way station. That chair will require additional land and structures at the mid-
way station, which is immediately adjacent to an endangered species population and its required 
habitat. That chairlift must be thoroughly addressed as a Cumulative impact of the proposed project. 
The “Estelle” chairlift would also require additional towers, cables, electrical conduits, roads and 
avalanche management facilities across virgin terrain. The cumulative impacts of these facilities and 
operations must be addressed. 
 
The gondola and the White Wolf developments are tied to the existing “KT” chairlift that Mr. Caldwell 
partially built but never completed over ten years ago. He has publicly stated his intention to build out 
the KT chairlift as part of the White Wolf Resort and “Estelle” chairlift, thus this chairlift should also be 
addressed in the cumulative impact section of the EIR. 

 
Finally and significantly , the Nation’s Wilderness Areas are part of the Public Trust Resource. These 
natural resources are integral to our legacy as a nation and must be protected for the benefit of all 
people and our future generations. The EIR must describe the Public Trust values of the Granite Chief 
and the inherent responsibilities of the county, as our Trustees in this particular regard, to protect these 
resources from degradation.  
 
It seems reasonable that the EIR disclose what the impact would be if the project is allowed to proceed, 
thus degrading that part of the Congressionally Designated Wilderness Area such that the intention of 
Congress could never be fulfilled. Constructing a gondola across the current alignment will forever 
remove the opportunity to complete the land consolidation for the Granite Chief Wilderness that 
Congress and the State of California intended, in 1984. 
 
Further, your work should address the alternatives to the development of the Designated Wilderness 
Boundary? What alternatives could protect the Wilderness Designation lands so they could be brought 
into the nation’s Wilderness legacy? What are the “Acceptable” vs. the “Unacceptable” Impacts to the 
Wilderness Experience?  
 
The applicant states regularly and unequivocally that the gondola would only operate during ski season. 
These assertions may incline the County to omit any evaluation of summer operations of the gondola. 
Omitting the full evaluation of potential future summer operations of the gondola would only be 



credible and justifiable if the applicant and landowner commit to a permanent and irrevocable deed 
restriction limiting gondola operations. Too often applicants apply for a “scaled down” project to 
achieve a ‘diminimus’ environmental review, only to come back at a later time for a “simple expansion” 
of a facility “already in place.” If the County cannot secure an enforceable deed restriction concerning 
ski season only operations, then the County must evaluate all the potential impacts of a year-round 
gondola operation. 
 
We look forward to a transparent, objective and rigorous review of the proposed project and the 
associated environmental and social impacts. 
 
Best Regards, 
 
Leo E. Heagerty 
203 Gibson Avenue 
Mill Valley, CA 94941 
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